
A
lthough many elements contained within this December 1995 lecture by ET 
contactee Alex Collier are unverifiable, this material is so highly interesting 
that it demands presentation. Relate it to other material and decide for your
self. Together with other information in existence, it appears to have a bear

ing on the immediate future ofplanet Earth and all its inhabitants. 
(Note: AC =Akx Collier; Q =Audience questioner) 

life in the Cosmos 
AC: As you can see, the Earth is on the fringe of our galaxy. [f it were more toward 

the centre, we would not have had whatever opportunities we have had! for self-rule. We 
take for granted whatever freedoms we've had. 

The A.ndromedans say that there is bioJogicallife on seven planets and 15 moons in our 
solar system, but human technology is not sufficiently advanced to detect it. 

Q: Many of us have wondered why we arc here on the planet in the first place. Do you 
have any information on that? 

AC: I have been told that some of us have been here a lIong time, evolving, learning 
not to withhold [ove. I have also been told that some of us have come back in time from 
the future, to this time now, to right a terrible wrong. That's aill I know. 

Q: What is your understanding of the human energy fields? 
AC: It is my understanding that there are eight of them that comp.ose a holographic 

imprint of all that we are individually, focussed into olle intent, which is the physicality 
we are in right now. In other words, we are multidimensional, and it takes eight leve'ls of 
intentl to create my being here, Italking to you at this time. 

Q: Severa1 years back, I was told by a friend of mine in the CIA that his brother, who 
had retired from NASA as the Director of Operations, had told him that the 1990 meeting 
between George Bush and Gorbachev on a b'oat off the shore of Malta was solely tQr the 
discussion of an object orbiting around Mars. The comment by this man was that "both of 
them were scared to death". This would correlate with the 1989 takeover that you men
tion on your tape. 

AC: I was told that we were given technology and allowed to colonise the Moon and 
Mars. The best technology was taken to Mars, and some of our strongest genetic human 
beings were taken there. After that happened, in 1989 the Draconians broke the deal, 
invaded Mars and destroyen th'e human colony there. I was told this happened in March 
1989. 

Along with that, our government was told by the Draconians to trash our environment 
totally, in order to bring the people to their knees. They were given a promise by the 
Greys thal they would use their technology to clean up the planet once the government 
had extinguished self-rule on the planet. According to Morenae, thle Greys have no inten
tion of keeping that promise. 

The bottom line is that we, the people, need to stand up and take over the leadership 
roles on our planet. I don't know how we will do it, but if we do it together we will suc
ceed. We have to put all the stupid things aside and look at our priorities. What are our 
priodties? The environment, each other and our children. We have to do this. Somehow 
we have to do this. 

Q: I would like to know if the Andromedans are going to help us, when they plan to do 
this, and whether or not t~y  will infoilfi us so we could unite ,in a more uniform effort to 
overcome the problems we have. 

AC: They have actually made that decision by telling all of the extratenestrial races to 
be out of here by 12th August 2003. Some of the crop circles have been done by the 
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Andromedans as messages to some of the other races tlilat they 
have Ito be out of here by that time. Tbey have made a decision to 
intervene. If it is going to be any sooner, I am told that it requires 
at least 10 per cent of the population to request it. We each nave 
to ask individually, and it has to be at Ileast 10 per cent of the pop
ulation. They said, "By the Ibime you finish your prayer, we will 
be here." They want to help, but we have free will. If they just 
come in without being asked, then they are violating our free will 
the same way the Greys and Draconians have. They will not do ,it. 
It is not the standard they live by. 

Q: Do you have any idea how the Andromedans wiHl extract 
aliens who refuse to leave? 

AC: r have no idea, but if there are any in the Earth, the only 
way I personally can see would be to enter in at the poles and 
force them ou,b, which means it could! get really weird here. Could 
you imagine reptilians running across the interstate highway? 

Q: You said that the next 10 years are going to be weird. Is 
this part of that wcirdness, and what else is there that we could 
expe.ct? You said that they lost Mars, and the Moon doesn't seem 
to be a good place to go. 

AC: Right. The Moon was just a jumping point Ito colonise 
Mars. Because of its lack of atmosphere, ,". t. , .•..,. 

long-term habitation cannot exist on the 
Moon-whic.h is why they had to go to 
Mars. Well, they lost both of them, and the 
world leaders and everybody who made all Ii; 

these deals with the aliens now find ,them
selves in a real problem: they have nowhere 
to hide. They can't skip out of here. 

Flights among the Stars 
Q: What happens to the individual spirit 

when it leaves the body? Where do we go? 
AC: This is going to stretch your belief 

systems. I want you to look at the idea that 
when we CrQss over and we all 'see the 
light' and 'meet our loved ones', my 
understanding is that the physical loca
tion of lthat process would be where the 
Vall' Allen belt is. We go there and we 
are processed there. Part of the pro
cessing is looking back at our life to 
see where we withheld love, and then 
we come back to Ibalance where we 
withheld love. If they had not messed 
with the religions, we would, have 
learned this lesson a long time ago. 

Q: Could you explain further what 
the Andromedans said about our ability 
to project h010graphically with our 
minds? 

AC: They said that all of our experiences are recorded holo
graphically, When you look ab me, for instance, your brain is not 
only record4ng what you see, but also my energy field, the 
thoughts in my energy field, and more. The mind is recording that 
all the time, and they say that we have the capability to tap into ,it. 
Morenae made reference to the fact that the whole universe is 
changing because thought is changing. Tibey are one and the 
same. 

Q: Can the holtographic camera you mentioned before just 
access this incarnation or can it go further back? 

AC: It can go further back. 
Q: Back to the state of our DNA prior to the removal ot! the 10 

strands? 
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AC: Yes, and we have this infonnation about that state recorli
ed within our energy field. Everything we have ever been is 
recorded theJe, Read between the lines, please. 

Q: What about the cancer ,problem? 
AC: According to Morenae, part of the cancer problem is 

genetic. When our physical bodies were created, they put in cer
tain genes to make our bodies, grow faster. When they stripped us 
of the [Q strands, some of the gene's they should have taken out 
they left in. Something in us kicks these genes into gear, and can
cer starts to manifest. The vibration of love can cure that. 

Intent, Instinct and the Effect of Frequency..Shifting 
Q: I @1 wondering, as we focus our attention on light and love, 

won't that connect with higher forces that are waiting to work with 
us? 

AC: We are already connected. The thing that they are really 
looking for is our intention. If you could stop before you slapped 
a dog or made whatever decisions in your life, stop a moment and 
ask yourself, "What is my intention behind this decision?" It is 
intent that created this mess. 

We have to take responsibility. So many of us are making deci
sions based on an automatic response to past 
stimuli. We are not consciously aware of 
our intent, nor are we matching the intent 
with our gut instinct. If you have a gut 
instinct not to do something, not to go some
wbere, then don't do it-and honour it, and 
bonour your Self. 

You know these frequency changes that 
are coming? 'Fhe Andromedan perspective 
is that those who will be affected the most 
here on our worM will be lthe men. They say 
that a lot of the men on our world are going 
to be leaving-transitioning. The obituary 
columns in newspapers wiJl be 10 to 15 

pages long. 
The reason for this is that lthe majori

ty of men are full of self-imposed iso
lation. They have shut themselves 
down. If they don't allow energy to 
move through ~heir  bodies like women 
do, a Ilot of men are not' going to make 
it. They will have brain aneurisms and 
heart attacks. If you are not in a space 
of love, then you are in a space of fear. 

Comet Hale-Bopp: Blue Star or 
Empire Strikes Back? 

According to Morenae, Comet Hale
Bopp is a protocol ship from Orion. It 

has four spira~  structures on it and carries two moons behind it. 
When it gets closest to our Sun in early 1997, the two moons will 
go into orbit with Mercury. Our government is going to make a 
"They're here!" public announcement. They are not here to help 
us. They are here to make sure control is maintained. 

Change is coming, and you should get ready for it. We are run
ning out of time, but we can do it. We can do it ourselves and we 
can be proud of the fact that we can do it. When UN helicopters 
start flying, don't turn on each other: this is exactly what they 
want you to do. 

Q: What I understood you to say before was that evil is a func
,tion of our own beliefs, and that matter is a function of our beliefs. 
Do I have that right? 

AC: Yes, sir. So, everything is a belief system. So, what is the 
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intent behind what we believe? I will go back to what Morenae 
has said, that it is not so much what you believe as to why you 
believe it. 

Q: SO, if you stand on those two things, there is no matter and 
there is no eviL 

AC: Technically that is correct, but I am not at that level. 

The Future: Self-Responsibility and Self-Determinism 
Q: I see a parallel in a lot of belief systems, and I wonder if it is 

a part of the overall historical world programming. Basically, the 
New Age people think there is going to be a transition into a new 
consciousness, like you are talking about. I see the same kind of 
mechanism in the Christian beiief system, in terms of "the rap
ture". I see a lot of people involved with the UFO material think
ing, "They are coming down to save us." There are four or five 
different versions of this, depending on what state of conscious
ness those groups happen to be in. Basicarfly, to me, the message 
is, "Just ~'ie  down and let the tanks roll over you." It is to deflect 
one away from personal responsibility. Do you have any thoughts 
on that? 

AC: Yes, sir, I do. I once asked Vissaeus to give me a 'defini
tion' of our future and what it is going to be. He said that he 
couldn't teH me; that it all involved, probabilities. I said to him, 
"Then what can you tell me?" He said, "Well, I can g1ve you a 
definition." This is the definition of where we are supposed to be 
going-and he says that we will 
reach this point: responsible free
dom of self-determination, becoming 
truly self-confident and bee to be 
unconditionally responsible for one
self without being coerced into 
accepting some higher authority. 
What we are looking for, we already 
are. 

As far as wanting to be saved! is 
concerned-and I know this is a real 
touchy subject~if  you want to be 
saved, that's fine. 'Rut, between now 
and the time you do get saved, be 
responsible for yourself and teach 
your children to be responsible for 
themselves. We are supposed to become a race of leaders, not a 
race oJ sheep. We are supposed to be chiefs. That is what they 
teach their people. Nobody falls behind; we all evolve together. 

The children are supposed to be taught everything that we know 
and more. Nothi-ng is supposed! to be withheld from children, 
because they are the next level of consistency. I can't believe what 
they are 'te.ach,ing' children in school today. They are teaching 
them nothing, Nothing. They can't selve any problems for them
selves. They are being taught what to think so they can spit back 
facts, like a computer. They are not being taught to think for 
themselves, Folks, we owe it to them to teach them how to think 
for themselves. Schools are just babysitters. In the Andromedan 
system, the people who are held in the highest regapd are the 
teachers, because they are the ones who affect all the future gener
ations. Here, half of the teachers are starving. 

We are doing this thing backwards. We are going to have to 
make changes, and we're the ones who are going to have to do it
whether it's home schooling or going to Washington, firing every
body and starting all over again. 

The Andromedan Perspective on Biblical Matters 
As far as the 'saviour' scenario is concerned, I have 'reen toM 

that it has been put into our belief systems to disempower us. 

Now, this is touchy, so I amjust going to share with you what they 
have said. And I am going Ito 'pick on' the New Testament, and I 
apologise. Again, I am not trying to offend anybody. I am just 
sharing information tllat they have given me. This is their per
spective. 

Most of the Old Testament, especially Genesis, consists of 
pirated versions of Chaldean texts that were constructed in 651 
Be. The being we have been taught was one person, Moses, was 
in fact two people. One of them was Moab, a Chaldean chief, and 
the other was Prince Ses0stres of Egypt. The authors, in 651 BC, 
put Ithe two together and created a composite character. So, it is 
not what it appears to be. 

When we get to the New 'fcstamcnt, the nine Epistles of Paul 
were apparently brought from India by Apollonius of 'fyrana. The 
four Gospels were obtained by Harriman Armandi in India. They 
were Hindu in their original form, written by ApoJlonius who was 
also known as Paul the Apostle. 

The being whom we know as Jesus did in fact live. He was cru
cifjed. But, accordjng to the Andromedans, he did not die then but 
lived out the rest of his life and died at Masada in 64 AD. Now, I 
don't know about all of this; I wasn't there. 

They also say that the last version of the Gospels and Epistles 
was transfated by Euphilius, a Catholic bishop, and that the origi
nal books in their original form are at the University of U,ppsala, 
and are called the Codex Argentinus. The ori'ginal handwriting is 

in Sumerian. That is all I know, and, 
again, that is their pcrspectivo. 

Q: What about Adam and Eve? 
AC: It was a tribe, no~  just two 

beings, according to the 
Andromedans. 

Q: The idea that Mos.es may in fact 
have been a composite character does
n't seem to detract from the idea that 
'he' was in the right place at the fight 
time and was able to be a leader. 

AC: You are absolutely right. 
Now, where is the best place to hide a 
lie? Between two truths. You change 
it just enough so you can't put the 
pieces together. Remember, this 

whole thing is about self-responsibility, self-rule and self-choice. 
They have altered the truth just enough that it has kept all of us 
ho'lding back, waiting and waiting-lifetime, after lifetime, after 
lifetime. 

Here we are, making a decision to hold ourselves back because 
we are waiting for someone to come and save us. It isn't going to 
happe.n. They say it ~ust isn't going to happen. They don't want to 
come in here and 'save' us because they don't want to babysit; for 
if something 'happened', we could always blame them, and the 
cyclc would start all over again. 

We don't :have time: the Earth is sick. We have 00 other place 
ItO go. I know this is no~ the answer you want to hear. It's not the 
answer I want to hear, because it means I really have to bust my 
ass to fix my life. BUl I don't have a choice. It's just the way it is. 

Q: But there is a saving reality. There is the truth that brings 
people 'the challenge to grow internally to be able to keep up When 
the planet goes into fourth and fifth dimension. It puts a great 
rcsp'Onsibility upon us as individuals. 

AC: Right. Now, let us assume that Jesus is a reality. Jesus 
did say, "Ye shall be greater if ye shall have faith." There's a pro
found message <in that. "These things II do, ye shall do greater if ye 
have faith." There is a profound message there. Please don't 
ignore it. You are awesome. Every one of you is awesome. 
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The Next Ten Years from the Andromedan Perspective 
Now, I want to shar_e what is going to happen in the next 10 

years, according to the Andromedans. We shall see: 
1) Scientific proof of dimensions and Higher Self conscious

ness. 
2) Scientific proof and demonstration of reincarnation. (I can 

see where that might lead us. Everyone will start running to 
Buddhism and say, "This is the way!") 

3) Acknowledgement ot" life elsewhere in the Universe. 
4) Extraterrestrial contact with at !\east nine different races. 
5) Introduction of clean free-energy devices based on magnetic 

fields. 
6) Knowledge duat the Earth is hollow and capable of sustaining 

life within, and knowledge of a city within, called! Kalnigor, ,that 
was originally built by Lyrans. 

7) Rediscovery of the lost lands ot" Atlantis. 
8) Discovery of a large temple complex in the Pacific, 150 miles 

south of Easter Island, that belonged to Lemuria. The Russians 
already know it's there. 

9) Knowledge lthat what we see in the 'physical' is a holographic 
imprint created and directed from a higher portion of ourselves. 

10) Knowledge that human consciousn_ess is not in the brain, but 
is located entirely in the energy field! and aura surrounding the 
physical body. 

11) We shall have the realisation on how our past and present 
educational processes have not prepared us to be creative and con
scious thinkers. 

12) Organic life does exist on seven planets and 15 moons in 
our solar system. 

13) The general discovery that each of us is a part of the Whole, 
and that we are a significant part of the idea that we call "God", 
and that "God" is the idea called "Love", 

14) This accelerating self-discovery being experienced was cre
ated and activated by all of us. 

15) We, as a product of extraterrcstrial genetic manipulation, are 
possessors of a vast gene-pool consisting of many different racial 
memory-banks, also consisting of at Least 22 diffcrent races. 
Because of our genetic heritage, and becausc we are spirit, the 
benevolent extraterrestrial races actually view us as being royalty! 
Now, that has to be the best-kept secret in the solar system! At 
least on this planet, anyway. They actually consider us royalty
all of us. 

The 'Anti-human' UN Biodiversity Treaty 
You know, my wife and I talk a lot about this work. It's really 

easy just to do nothing, to hide. But we want to start a family, and 

@ 

if I do nothing -and allow this charade to go on, there is a chance 
that our child will not have the opportunities that we have had
not that it has been easy. 

Our forefathers, who were rich men, sacrificed 'everything 
because they saw a pattern of tyranny. History is repeating itself 
over again. When you drive home tonight, you should count your 
blessings because you don't have to pass a checkpoint and show 
your ill like they do in some other countries. 

Two hundred years ago, the United States changed the con
sciousness of the world. Today, because of the liberties that we 
have, we are under att;lck. Please don't take wlilat we do have for 
granted. The easiest way for them to get to us is economically. 
Some time ago, credit card debt in the United Statcs reached U5$1 
trillion. If you look at all the public and private debt, coupled 
with the Federal debt and all th~ rest owed to other countries, all 
of us have on our baek at least a US$60-trillion debt. Now, I -am a 
formcr CPA and I know numbers. There is no way to pay back all 
of this. The reality is, though, that we can change all of this. 

I want to read two Jines to you fro[l1 this "Protecting 
Yellowstone" piece. They say, "in the UN Global Biodiversity 
Assessment vision of reality, human beings are just one strand in 
Nature's web, having no more rights that any other creature". 
Does that sound like a human being wrote that? Now think about 
it. It says that a human being 'has no more rights than any other 
creature. Now, it's one thing to Uve in harmony, but are you going 
to tell me that an ant or cockroach has the same consciousness as 
you and I? No. But they want to lump us all together. 

Humans Shackled by Lacl< o{ Vision 
We received a tape that talks about the Gunderson Railroad 

Company in Oregon getting a contract to build 107,200 railroad 
cars that have 143 sets of shackleS' in each one. I have done some 
checking, and it's an absoiute reality. So, they intend on transport
ing 15,000,000 people in these train cars. 

You havc to end the denial. If you believe nothing else about 
the ETs-and I am telling you with all of my heart-they are 
behind all of this. The regressives are into control, and the only 
way you' can control is to dominate. Now, if there is a planet that 
has self-rule, you are not in control of it. There is no mystery to 
this. But, !because we -are Who we are-sons and daughters of God 
who have been given free will-they have to coerce us into giving 
up our frec will. 

lReligions, which have· had a positive effect as far as unjfying 
people and supplying a basic foundation of values, are now being 
used to control and manipulate. According to the And'romedan 
perspective, we have outlived our religions by 450 years. Instead, 

more and more religions are popping up every
where, and all it is doing is dividing us. 

There Is no common vision. Indecision married 
with a lack of vision-th.at is where we are now as 
a race. This does not mean that somebody has to8!Z~ 

come forward and say, "I've got the answer, so all 
_ \ (II

~l
--==- ~~r..'\~4-.~ 1( )\ of you follow me." [don't know alrout you, but that 

doesn't work for me. It has already been tried and 
it was a disaster. The world is no better than it was 

-,~ ~ ill ~,I ~) 1,\ I 
~~-::-::- =--1 -=-

2,000 years ago. All they do is killl the teachers, 
and then it's business as usua~. 

But, if we all stand up and say, "Hey, we are 
going to do this together," and we make a leap of 
faith in each other, and eve_n for a week just trust 
each other, maybe we can make a change here. But 
we are the ones who are going to have to do it. The 
people at thc top sold us out a long time ago, and 
they are so petrified that they even lie about lying. 
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Ten days before Kennedy died, he said, "the Office of the 
Presidency ,is being used to subvert tne rights of the people, and H 
is my right to teU them"-or something like that. In 1978, 
Congres.s ad'mitted during h.earings that there probably was a 
cover-up, and then they sealed the records for another 75 years! If 
"Oswald did it", then why the cover-up?' Why seal the records? 
Be.cause everybody who was involved is still alive. If we knew 
the truth, what would happen? 

If we are Eternal, then what's the Fear about? 
All matter is changing because all thought is changing. The 

Andromedans have said this, and we talked about it yesterday. 
During a period 357 years in the future, there is tJranny in our 

Earth is sick and' has taken a beating. 
You have the masses on the surface participating in the creation 

of fear because we are buying into the belief systems we are being 
fed in the media. We are told of the "second com~ng", catastro
phes that are coming, ctc. Now, fear is not love. It carries an 
entirely different frequency. In fact, fear is an extrewely low fre
quency. Here wc arc, creating all of this. People are getting very 
sjck physically. There are viruses spreading; many of them have 
been deliberately created. 

My understanding is that the oxygen level in the atmosphere of 
the planet is less than 18 per cent. It is approximately between 
16.5 and 17.7 per cent at any time, anywhere on the pianet. This 
is significant. I want you to know that 3,500 years ago, the oxy

galaxy. It's not going in the right dlr~ction'i~~MWltl:f!t{J~\rrj#mW"';1¥.jij"j ..fA;![~;U'il;;iilt,·;~\ g~n level was 35 per cent. In order to sur
We are supposed to become more social and ~1#.~f+i~~ij1;~11lI~~!~j;:mm@~J*l#lf:'1t; Vlve, the human body needs to breathe an 
more free-not more imprisoned and more~~fJ.I~It~ft'n~~~!*~)rrl:l!~~·;·~~'.;:,rJ!J*li~~ atmospherc that has at least 15 per cent oxy
suppressed. It begins with us. .~.'.~';mM~B.nfJH~T'!II;..~'IahC~~'L:~~lf.i~m~8:~::.; gen content. That is basic biology. The
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Belief Systems and the Creation 
of PhySIcal Reality 

Let us pretend for a second that I 
start a rumour that my cat Sam can talk, 
Some peDple believe this, and for them 
it becomes a reality. Now, becausc' 
they believe it, they are focussing their 
intent on the fact Ithat Sam can talk. 
Now, my cat can't talk Generation 
after generation !believe that Sam 
talked, because they propagated the belief system that Sam could 
talk. 

Morenae and Vissaeus have said that because of our ability to 
create physical reality with our thoughts and belief systems; we 
are literally going to play out the Book of Revelations. We are lit
erally calling it to us. I know that some of you have a hard time 
with this, and I apologise. I am not here to burst your bubble. [ 
am here to offer a perspective. That's it. I am not here to take you 
ou~ of your comfort zone. I am here to share, because this is a 
burden I carry. They say that we are iliterally going to fulfill it. 
But, we don't have to. We don't have to create earthquakes. There 
are going to be some; but it doesn't have to be to the degree we 
believe it wiII be. We don't have to create a Third World War or 
even allow it. Bosnia is just the start of it. The killing of Rabin in 
Israel is only part of what's coming. I want you to be crystal-clear 
on this: it is alJl being manipulated to distract you. So, what have 
you done about it? 

The Earth, accordlllg to the Andromedans, is a living entity and 
has decided it is going to evolve to fifth d.ensity. In other words, 
as an organism, it has chosen survival. The Earth has pockets of 
negativity inside of it because of its history. Volcanic eruptions 
can be considered metaphorically as the release of blockages. The 
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thc environment now, you wilF see that 
jt has only got worse. The governments 
are going to try to use this against us. 
Thcy are going to try to blame us for 
thc rcsult of their greed that has propa
gated this problem. 

What did we do? We made fUll of 
the hippies and people who participated 
in peacc movements. We treated them 
as a bunch of crackpots. Now, if you 
,look back, you can see that they were 

right. Wc have ovcr 150,000 nuclear weapons on tltis p'l'anet, with 
,plutQnium that is deadly for 12,000 years. Where are you going to 
put that stuff? We all know this, put we do nothing and walk the 
path of convenience. We've ,all been trained like good little sheep 
to walk the path of convenience. 

Money is a useful 1001 to create freedom, but it is not God and it 
is not master. You are about to find ou't. At most, we have 18 
months. I think it would be lucky for the economy to stay together 
that long. Ldon't foresee that. The fact that they want to begin to 
change the currency in February 1996 means you should expect an 
economic collapse in April 1996. They would then do a recall of 
all old currency, and you might have one currency in use. It will 
get even weirder after that. We are being very carefully led down 
this path. 

Earth Changes from the Andromedan Perspective 
1) Between June and October 2003, there is a strong probability 

that we wiU wake up one morning and the Moon will no Ilonger be 
there. The Moon is in fact an artificial satellite and there are 
many, many bascs on it. 

2) Bctween 2003 and 2007, the benevolent races are supposedly 
going to be all arOl!llld us. We will see them, but they will not 
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I interfere. They want to see how we interact with each other with
out manipulation. They want to see if we continue the same 
behaviour, because they do not want ,to come down here and com
pound the problem or babysit. We don't need a babysitter. We 
need the truth, and we have 1(0 have the guts to stand up and ask 
tble questions and keep asking them unti~ we gel the answers. We 
all have t(i) do it, because if we an stand together we can't Ilose. On 
the other hand, if they are successful in dividing us, we're toast. 
Divide and conquer. Divide and conquer. How many stories in 
history do you have to see? We can't be divided and expect to 
remain as one. It doesn't happen. 

3) Between 2004 and 2007, all of our DNA coding-which 
involves all the racial memory of the 22 ,.. "i "" 

races our DNA is composed of-will 
unlock. By 2007 we will have full memo
ry of who we are, where we came from 
and what we want to do. We will know 
what our soul lessons are and our reasons 
for being here. 

4) Between 2007 and 2012 we are sup
posed to see the birth of a galaxy in Vega, 
just before we move into fifth density. 

5) Between 2007 and 2009, if it is 
allowed to happen naturally, we are sup
posed to have a 17-degree pole shift. 
Saudi Arabia is supposed to become the 
new North Pole, which is great
bury those oil fields nice and deep! 
We will have free energy by then, 
anyway. North America is supposed 
to be on the Equator. 

6) By the year 2000 we are going 
to hear morc and more reports of 
'ghosts', because what is happening 
is that the frequency-which ,is 
God-which will be hitting the plan
et will be raising the vibration. Third 
and fourth density wiU be getting 
closer together as third density starts 
to implode. What this means is that 
the molecules in our bodies will 
begin to speed up. We are not dead matter. We will be passing 
out of third and into fourth on our way to f,ifth density, and passing 
all the consciousness that has not evolved or chooses not to. 

7) There is a possibility that, between 1996 and 1997, one-third 
of Japan is going to sink below the ocean. ,[Response from audi
ence member: "I just got a report from a friend of mine who came 
back from India, that Sai iBaba, on his 70th birthday, advised a 
Japanese group there to leave Japan.] The Kobe earthquake was 
manufactured because the Japanese Government will not sell out 
its people to the New World Order. They will not make their peo
ple take an implant. They are being made an example of. 
Economically the Japanese are tough, but they don't tum on their 
own people. 

8) There is a high probability that in July 2003 we will also have 
a magnetic pole shift-the first one in 4,671 years. This will 
impact on all electromagnetic devices on the planet. Animals will 
be lost. It will throw off everything. 

9) Between ~996 and 2012, some of us on the planet ate going 
to be fluctuating between being optically visible and non-visible 
on a physical basis; fluctuating between dimensions. There are 
five individuals on the planet who do this already. Many 'of them 
will be children who will reveal what they have learned during 
their fluctuation in order to try to help their parents get there. 

Many childre.n born today already have three strands of DNA. 
am told you don't need the other strands. All we need is one more 
and it's all happening. It's happening naturally. If you open your
self up and all.ow free movement of love in your life, it will hap
pen within you. If you restrict yourself, hold yourself back and 
move into denial, yOll will be suppressing the energy that is com
ing in and you wil1 create disease. This is going to affect the men 
more than the women. Tihe male thought-pattern of being logica~ 

is past. It is time to try something different. 
Q: Do you mean that the men are going to nave to express their 

'womenhood'? 
AC: Yes, that's exactly what I mean. They are going to nave to 

move out of the masculine-dominated wofild 
role and into a more nurturing role, not ondy 
with Self but with everyone else. It will be a 
tough ,lesson for men because of all the out-of
balance roje-models they have been exposed to 
and had to put up with. They need to be more 
in balance. We have to make the effort. 
Again, it comes doWI) to intent. 

10) We are going to have to become more 
responsible and exercise our free wHIM because 
there are going to be Earth changes. People 
who live on coastal areas have a probleUl. The 
oceans are going Ito rise at least 200 feet 
between 1996 and 2008. The ice cap at the 

South Pole is going to slip. The ocean 
will Dot reacb Denver, Colorado, but will 
get as far as Lake Mead in the Wesl. 
Most, of the east coast will be ahight 
except for areas in Florida and an area iIlJ 
Georgia. The panh.a.ndre of Texas will be 
under water for two years. 

11) Around 2011, our Sun will undergo 
a 180-degree pole shift. It is literally 
going to tum on its axis. 

12) All of the continents which border 
the Pacific will be affected by tidal waves 
because of eruptions of volcanoes in the 
'ocean. The French nuclear test in 
December '95 created a seven-miLe-Long 

crack in the crust at the bottom of the ocean. These people are 
crazy, folks; absolute'ly crazy. We know how to destroy our
selves. We have that down to a science. We don't need to be test
ing these. We can't usc them anyway. 

13) Within the next 10 years, the major cities in the United 
States wilt be under quarantine because of the spread of tubercu
losis. The average Eife-expectallcy of men in the inner city will be 
43 years of age; for women it win be 55. You are going to see the 
end of welfare, free medical, county services, etc., because every
body will be bankrupt. Again, this is all by design. Many people 
will be moving out to communities outside cities, ,growing their 
own food, and having th'eir own private police forces. So, those of 
us, who make these choices are going to be stepping back into the 
1800s-horses and buggies. And, hopefully, free energy. 

Continuedl in the next issue of NEXUS... 
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